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Remarriage Never And Go Away Chapter 1371–Chapter 1371 Have You Recorded It? 

With 1.6 trillion dollars of Misty Spirit Grass in hand and so many people staring at 
them, this girl could still go shopping. 

No one would believe that she was not scheming, but since she dared to say so, she 
must have a well-thought-out plan. 

This kind of courage and determination was not something an ordinary person could 
have. 

Although his subordinates did not manage to find anything about Gloria White, he was 
certain that Gloria White had some sort of connection to her from his memories. 

In the mall, after Jordy Collins paid the bill, Gloria White turned to look at Harold Ross 
behind him, “Harold Ross, have you recorded everything?” 

“Yes, it has been recorded and sent to Old Mrs. Collins.” Harold Ross lowered his head 
and answered Gloria’s question truthfully, before returning the phone to Jordy Collins. 

However, Gloria White took it first. 

The chat was filled with messages from Karen Shaw to Jordy Collins. 

For example: 

“Have you eaten? What are you doing? What about Gloria?” 

Jordy Collins took a long time to reply, and his words were short. 

Seeing this, Gloria White felt injustice for his grandmother. 

“Grandma is in such poor health, but she misses him every day. What about him? He 
has time to find trouble, but he doesn’t have time to reply to messages!” 

Just as she was about to say something, her phone rang. It was a message from her 
grandmother. 

Karen Shaw: “At least you know what’s good for you, kid. Make her happy and bring her 
back for me. I only hope you can be with Gloria. I’m still waiting to have a great-
grandson. You must let me get what I want.” 



These words caused Gloria’s heart to sink and her face to harden. 

If it were possible, she and Jordy Collins would not have divorced. 

She handed the phone to Jordy Collins and said coldly, “How much did you just pay? I’ll 
transfer it to you.” 

As he spoke, Gloria White took out her phone from her pocket. 

“There’s no need for that. Consider it your payment for coming here to treat me. I’m 
hungry. Harold 

Ross, find a place to eat,” Jordy Collins said in a low voice, turning to Harold Ross. 

Harold Ross soon found a Chinese restaurant. 

This time, Jordy Collins specially requested a private room. 

Unexpectedly, when they went upstairs, they met Rachel Roberts, who was about to go 
downstairs. 

The moment Rachel Roberts saw Jordy Collins, she was surprised, but after that, she 
became timid. She didn’t even say hello to them before she hurried around them. 

Rachel Roberts’s reaction made Gloria White suspicious. 

It should be noted that Rachel Roberts’s love for Jordy Collins was always full of joy 
every time she saw him, like a twinkling star. 

Now Rachel Roberts reacted as if she had done something wrong. 

After a pause, Gloria’s gaze fell on Harold Ross. Seeing that he was also thinking about 
something, she asked lightly, “Harold Ross, did you find out who the person that broke 
into the private room was?” 

Harold Ross seemed to have realized something, and he hurriedly said, “Not yet. That 
woman’s face is disguised as yours. I’ve contacted the casino and they said that the 
video of that woman entering and leaving the private room had been deleted.” 

Jordy Collins frowned as he watched Rachel Roberts leave in a panic. “Do you suspect 
that woman to be Rachel Roberts?” he asked, his eyes darkening. 

“Um.” Gloria White did not deny it. Rachel Roberts’s reaction was too thought-
provoking. 



“Harold Ross, get someone to follow her closely,” Jordy Collins said coldly, pursing his 
thin lips. 

Gloria’s suspicions were not unfounded. If it wasn’t Rachel Roberts, it would be fine. If it 
was Rachel Roberts, she had to pay the price for her actions! 
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Remarriage Never And Go Away Chapter 1372–Harold Ross noticed the coldness at 
the corner of his mouth and the coldness in his eyes. 

He felt that if Jordy Collins and Gloria White did not get divorced, they would join hands 
and become the most invincible couple in the world. Furthermore, they would become 
the envy of others. 

It wasn’t like now. Although they were joining forces, they were still able to maintain a 
certain distance from each other. 

In the restaurant, all of them had taken their seats. 

Jordy Collins handed the menu to Gloria White, “You order.” 

His irresistible words made her uncomfortable. She was about to say something but 
noticed that he was holding his mobile phone horizontally. 

Jordy Collins didn’t look at her confused gaze and said calmly, “Grandma wants to see 
it. Let me record a video for her.” 

Gloria White did not say anything, but she had her thoughts. 

She could compromise on some things for her grandmother’s happiness, but how long 
could she and Jordy Collins act as husband and wife? 

If she continued to give hope to his grandma, wouldn’t grandma become more and 
more desperate in the end? 

At this thought, Gloria White gathered her thoughts and could not help but frown 
towards Jordy Collins, making it clear, “Jordy Collins, I know that you listen to 
Grandmother. I also want Grandmother to be happy. But we are already divorced, and 
we pretend to be husband and wife now… I think we should make it clear to 
Grandmother that it is impossible for us, so let’s not give her any hope. As for you, you 
are not young anymore. If Grandmother wants to have a great-grandson, please fulfill 
her wish.” 



Although Jordy Collins had never explicitly stated his intentions to her, he knew exactly 
what she was thinking. 

He shouldn’t have let Grandmother have such an idea. 

Jordy’s eyes darkened noticeably, but he still said in a low voice, “After she recovers.” 

Gloria White nodded, “I mean after Grandma’s illness is cured, she can’t be too 
emotional right now. 

“Well.” 

Jordy Collins answered in a low voice. His voice was very cold and his expression was 
indifferent. 

The next second, he put away his phone. 

None of them intended to speak again during the meal. 

Jordy Collins didn’t visit her again until they returned to the hotel. 

When she was about to go to sleep, Harold Ross knocked on her door. 

Harold Ross’s face was full of anxiety. 

“Miss White, please go to see Mr. Collins. He doesn’t feel well.” 

Gloria White was stunned, “What happened!” 

Gloria White saw Jordy Collins lying on the sofa in the living room at a glance. His 
brows were tightly knitted together, and he looked in great pain. 

Gloria White did not ask him and directly touched his pulse. 

“Jordy Collins, do you want to die?” 

Realizing that Jordy’s pulse was in a mess after drinking, Gloria White could not help 
but scold him angrily. 

“It’s not that easy.” Jordy Collins sneered in a low voice. He didn’t care about his own 
life. 

Gloria White shook off his hand and could not be bothered with him. 

She got up and went back to her room. After a while, she took something back to him. 



First, she arranged for Harold Ross to boil the medicine for him, and then gave him 
acupuncture while warning him with disgust, “If you don’t want grandma to see you die, 
you can have a try. Didn’t I tell you that you can’t drink wine now?” 

He didn’t listen to the doctor at all. He might as well die! 

“I am annoyed” 

Jordy Collins said coldly. 

Harold Ross knew exactly what he meant. 

Ever since he had returned from his meal, Jordy Collins had been in a bad mood. He 
had returned without saying a word and even drank wine afterward. He saw that 
something was wrong and quickly turned to Gloria White for help. 
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Remarriage Never And Go Away Chapter 1373–Who Will Always Be Happy? 

It was not until Gloria White mentioned it that Harold Ross found out that he was feeling 
unwell due to the alcohol. 

Jordy Collins was annoyed because Gloria White had already made it clear. However, 
Jordy Collins would never tell Gloria White these words in words alone. 

It was even to the extent that he wouldn’t understand why he was annoyed. 

“Who will always be happy?” 

Upon hearing Jordy’s words, Gloria’s face darkened and refuted him. 

Jordy Collins didn’t answer. 

To the side, Harold Ross silently agreed to this statement. Yeah, who would always be 
happy? 

After injecting the needles, Gloria White went to check the fire. 

After brewing the medicine, Gloria White brought it over to him, “Sleep after drinking it. 
Harold Ross, keep an eye on him. Call me if anything happens.” 

“Okay, Miss White.” Harold Ross agreed. 



After Gloria White left, only Jordy Collins and Harold Ross were left in the living room. 

Harold Ross did not dare to look at Jordy Collins. He knew that Jordy Collins’s original 
intention was for Gloria White to stay. 

“Mr. Collins… Why don’t you…” 

Harold Ross hesitated to speak with his face full of worry. He feared that Jordy Collins 
would blame him if he didn’t finish his sentence. 

But before she could finish, Harold Ross’s phone rang. It was a call from Crockfords 
Club. 

The people in the casino told him that the party was one day earlier. 

In other words, the party would begin at 9 pm tomorrow. 

Harold Ross then relayed to Jordy Collins that the party at the casino had been brought 
forward. Jordy Collins’s expression remained emotionless, but his eyes were still cold 
and sharp. 

He didn’t care about any of this at all. 

The next day, when Gloria White got out of bed, she saw a few people waiting in the 
living room. There were men and women. On the coffee table, there was a light purple 
dress and a set of accessories. She saw them with one glance. 

Seeing Harold Ross walk in, she asked in bewilderment, “Where are we going?” 

Harold Ross rubbed the tip of his nose and said, “Crockfords Club brought forward the 
party date.” 

Gloria White suddenly understood. 

She cooperatively changed her clothes and sat in front of the mirror, allowing them to 
help her put on makeup and style. 

There were many people in the casino. 

Moreover, unlike the day of the auction, where people reserved seats according to their 
position, it was not a game of cards. The people who arrived first were shuttling back 
and forth. 

Of course, some found seats. In short, everyone present was exquisitely dressed. 



Gloria White gave Jordy Collins a meaningful look. They had just noticed a seat and 
before sitting down, someone had walked to Gloria White’s side. 

The person was wearing a light purple suit and half of a purple mask. Gloria White 
immediately recognized him. 

Asher. 

Noticing that he was wearing the same color, Gloria White frowned. 

Harold Ross immediately felt that something was wrong. He glanced over and found 
that his boss’s face was already gloomy. 

This was not good! 

This Asher was really good at playing and he also dared to play! 

However, she was not afraid at all and only stared at Gloria White, “Miss White, long 
time no see. 

May I invite you to dance?” 

His lips parted, revealing an enchanting smile. However, his deep, dark eyes gave off a 
sense of danger. 

Gloria’s face became darker and darker. Clothes of the same color were not a 
coincidence. 

This Asher was also constantly monitoring her! 

Seeing the man’s annoying smile, she replied coldly, “Sorry, I’m not interested. 

Gloria White turned his head and no longer looked at him. 

Only then did Jordy’s expression recover a little. He looked at Gloria White and said in a 
deep voice, “Come here.” 
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Remarriage Never And Go Away Chapter 1374–Gloria White followed his instructions 
and walked up to Jordy Collins. 

Jordy Collins straightened her skirt for her. 



She knew that Jordy Collins was helping her, and she was happy to cooperate with him 
in public. 

Asher stood there without moving, and he naturally saw this scene. 

However, the smile on his face did not fade. Instead, it deepened. “Since Miss White is 
not interested now, I will come back later.” 

After that, Asher turned around and left. 

Gloria’s eyes focused slightly. She did not believe that he would leave just like that. 
Who knew what other tricks he had up his sleeve? 

She didn’t want to become the focus of everyone’s attention because of her clothes 
whose color was the same as Asher’s. 

“Harold Ross, go… forget it, it’s nothing.” 

Gloria White wanted Harold Ross to contact the other side and send her another set of 
clothes. 

However, when the words were in her mouth, she remembered again. 

Since Asher was paying attention to her all the time, wouldn’t it be a waste of time if she 
changed it? 

When she thought up to this point, she recalled the deep smile that flashed across the 
corners of her mouth, and her expression instantly turned even colder. 

As the Prince of a country, he could do things to this extent, which was amazing! 

At the same time, she was even more curious. 

What exactly did she have that made him so close to him? 

Harold Ross also noticed that Gloria White wanted to say something and quickly said, 
“Miss White, the banquet will start in two and a half hours. What do you want me to do?” 

“Go back and forth just for a piece of clothing. There is no need.” Gloria White shook 
her head and did not want Harold Ross to go back and forth. 

Upon hearing Gloria’s explanation, Harold Ross immediately understood. 

He subconsciously turned to look at Jordy Collins. 

Jordy Collins pursed his thin lips and looked solemn. 



His dark and gloomy eyes made it impossible to tell what he was thinking at the 
moment. He could understand. 

The clothes that she had carefully selected ended up being worn by another man of the 
same color, making him look more like a couple. Who would not be angry at this? 

“I’ll send a message to ask someone to send the clothes here.” Fortunately, he had a 
friend in the 

Upon hearing Harold Ross’s words, Gloria White nodded and agreed. 

She didn’t want to interact with or be friends with Asher. At this banquet, she didn’t want 
to become the focus of everyone’s attention with him. 

Since she had time to change her clothes, of course, she was willing to change her 
clothes! 

Gloria’s phone suddenly vibrated, distracting her attention. 

Her eyes flickered when she saw the caller ID. It was the call from the man whom she 
gave the antidote. 

“Miss White, my brothers and I are now in the underground parking lot of the casino. 
What is your arrangement?” The man said respectfully. 

The fact that he addressed Gloria White as “Miss White” and the presence of his 
brothers was enough to show that he completely trusted Gloria White. 

“As last time, you will follow us after we leave the casino and follow your plan.” 

Gloria’s gaze was calm, just like an ordinary chat. 

Hanging up the phone, Gloria’s gaze fell on the singing and dancing stage. 

Men and women were gathered around each other with hypocritical smiles on their 
faces. 

Jordy Collins scanned his surroundings, but the chilly air around him did not dissipate. 
Those who wanted to curry favor with him did not dare to step forward. 

Just as Gloria White was planning to find a place to sit down, the voice that came 
through the speaker made her face extremely cold! 

Harold Ross could feel the chill emanating from Jordy Collins! 
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Remarriage Never And Go Away Chapter 1375–“Madam Gloria White, we are fated to 
meet here. We know each other among the tens of millions of people in the world. Since 
we met here tonight, I would like to invite you to dance. I wonder if you are interested?” 

Under everyone’s scrutiny, Asher slowly walked to the center of the stage. He held a 
microphone in his hand and faced Gloria White. The smile on his face was evil and 
obvious. 

When she looked up, their eyes met. 

She sensed the danger in his eyes. 

Before she could think further, the man continued with the microphone. 

“Miss White, if you are willing to dance with me to fulfill my wish, I will also fulfill your 
wish, I will tell you the woman behind.” 

Everybody on the scene was confused. They thought, ‘What’s going on with this man? 
Since he intends to date that beauty, he should not talk about other women. 

Or did this woman have a relationship with her?’ 

For a moment, everyone’s eyes were full of confusion. 

However,.. others might not know, but Asher knew it. 

He did not give Gloria White the chance to reject him and could be considered to have 
revealed a little: It was a woman who wanted to kill her from behind. 

No one knew what he meant, and some of them didn’t even know whom he was talking 
about. 

But… 

Everyone followed his gaze and naturally noticed the most amazing Gloria White. 

It was clear that the man’s purpose must be this woman. 

Gloria White looked at the man coldly. Just as she was about to reject him, Jordy 
Collins, who was beside her, suddenly opened his mouth. 

“She’s busy and won’t be with you.” 



With that, Jordy Collins wrapped his arms around Gloria’s waist. 

Gloria’s facial expression changed slightly and he subconsciously wanted to struggle. 
However, the arms around her waist were exceptionally strong. Furthermore, in a place 
like this, it was not easy to struggle at all. Otherwise, others would only be able to tell 
that there was a rift between them. 

At this moment, Gloria’s eyes were filled with frustration. 

There was a flash of excitement in the eyes of the audience. 

This scene looked good! 

The face of the man on the stage also darkened, as if it was covered with haze. 

Gloria White did not move, which meant that she was unwilling to do so. 

This was the first time he had been publicly rejected. 

Furthermore, Jordy Collins and Gloria White did not give him any way out! 

His anger was raging in his heart, but many people were watching. As the Prince of 
America, he could not step down! 

He could only find a way out for himself. The corners of his mouth curled up into a 
charming and gentle smile. “Miss White, are you sure? I did this, especially for you, 
which is enough to show that I admire you. Are you sure you won’t give me any 
chance?” 

Everyone looked at Gloria White again, their eyes filled with anticipation. 

Asher was also standing on the stage. Some people recognized him at a glance. 

Some people did not know, but anyone could see that this man was not an ordinary 
person. Firstly, a person who could come to this place was somebody. 

Secondly, those who could directly get onto the stage with the microphone were not 
only capable but also had to have a certain friendship with this boss. 

They needed the boss’s permission. 

How could ordinary people get this permission? 

No one who didn’t know his identity dared to look down on the audience. 

Everyone was waiting for Gloria’s response. 
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Remarriage Never And Go Away Chapter 1376-Uncomfortable Self-Respect 

Gloria White looked at the man on stage indifferently. Seeing that he was full of 
confidence as if he would agree, she said coldly, “We are not familiar with each other, 
there is no need for that.” 

Asher’s eyes darkened again, but he was wearing a mask, giving people a sense of 
endless mystery. In addition, he restrained himself, so no one could see the pressure he 
emitted. 

As everyone was wondering what this man would do in exasperation, Asher slowly 
walked off the stage. 

Some people felt they were blocking the way and immediately stepped back to make 
way. 

Very quickly, he arrived before Gloria White and Jordy Collins. 

Jordy Collins was still holding onto Gloria White’s waist, and Gloria White could feel the 
chill emanating from Jordy Collins’s body. 

Probably in front of so many people, she was his female companion, but she was 
coveted by other men. Maybe his self-esteem was not used to it. 

She tried to struggle just now but did not push his arm away. When she was not used to 
it, she had to stare at the Asher in front of her. 

Asher did not look at Gloria White this time. Instead, his gaze landed on Jordy Collins. 

“Mr. Collins, are you the one who restricted Miss White’s freedom?” 

Jordy’s gloomy gaze was piercing. 

But when the two men stood together, they were so dazzling. Even if they were tart, 
their masks made it difficult to see their faces clearly, and they were not inferior at all. 

Furthermore, he was also holding a microphone in his hand. Everyone could hear every 
single stream of air that he spoke with. He was so calm and composed and was not 
affected by Gloria’s rejection at all. 

As for Jordy Collins, the chill on his body seemed to have spread to the entire hall. Even 
in the hot season, they felt that they might not need to turn on the air conditioner. 



He was born with the majesty of a king, and his temperament was noble. Even without 
the microphone suppressing him, everyone could feel everything about Jordy Collins. 

Everyone heard Jordy Collins utter these cold words. 

“You don’t deserve it.” 

Although he did not have a microphone, he was very close to Asher, and Jordy’s voice 
came from his microphone. 

The king-like suppression caused many people’s eyes to flash with deep admiration! 

On the surface, it seemed that her female companion was too excellent to be coveted 
by another man, but it was also a shame for himself. 

If he possessed sufficient strength, then how could anyone dare to target him? 

But then again, Jordy’s strength was already sufficient, and everyone here knew about 
his situation. 

It was obvious that they were evenly matched, so they didn’t lose too much face. 

But then again, while others might not find him embarrassing, Jordy Collins himself 
would. 

It is very clear from Jordy’s expression. 

Asher’s smile on his lips did not freeze because of this. Instead, he chuckled and said, “I 
don’t deserve it?” 

Afterward, he looked at Gloria White with deeper and deeper eyes, “Gloria, do you know 
what will happen if you reject me today?” 

Jordy’s gaze was cold, but this time he focused his attention on Gloria White. Of course, 
he did not specifically look at Gloria White. 

Gloria White did not pay attention to Jordy Collins, but only looked at him indifferently, 
“You think I mind?” 

Do you think I mind? 

Everyone… 

Some people gasped. 

“This man and Jordy Collins are evenly matched…” 



Everyone looked back and forth on obvious excitement in their eyes. 

There was nothing worth watching in this drama of hooligans fighting for a girlfriend. 

However, a confrontation between Jordy Collins and the masked man was worth 
watching! 

Some people wanted to explain at this moment, but unfortunately, he didn’t dare. 

They didn’t dare. 

Under the gazes of the crowd, Asher laughed lightly again. “Gloria, are you sure?” 

He was still holding the microphone and speaking in front of everyone. He was not 
embarrassed at all by Gloria’s rejection. Even the profound look in his eyes made 
people want to guess. 

Just now, he called her Miss White, but now he directly addressed her as “Gloria”. 

Even Gloria White felt that Jordy Collins was about to kill someone. 

She even wondered why Jordy Collins was reacting so strongly. Was it really because 
of his pride? 

She pursed her lips and didn’t say anything. There was always something strange in her 
heart, but she suppressed it in an instant. Before their divorce, she had hoped every 
day that Jordy Collins could fall in love with her. After their divorce, she had never 
believed that Jordy Collins would have feelings for her. 

She knew that she was unworthy. 

She also knew that Jordy Collins never believed her. 

Retracting her thoughts, Gloria White said lightly, “I’m sure.” 

Asher smiled gently. “Very good.” 

There was not much joy, anger, sorrow, or joy in these two words. To be exact, these 
two words were spoken extremely blandly, which made people feel particularly 
suspicious. 

Everyone thought that something might happen at the banquet next. 

But… that was not the case. 

On the contrary, it made people feel confused. 



There was a lot of hype, but little action and this man backed off just like that? 

Gloria White also frowned. Her eyes were filled with vigilance as she looked at the 
person in front of her. Immediately after, Asher smiled bitterly and said, “In that case, we 
can only talk in private after the banquet.” 

As he spoke, he didn’t stay here any longer, and he directly turned around and left. 

He left quickly and without hesitation. It seemed like he wasn’t interested in Gloria 
White. 

But… 
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Remarriage Never And Go Away Chapter 1377-A Bit Arrogant 

Knowing that Jordy Collins was here, he still dared to dance with his female companion, 
which had proved everything. 

But… 

However, Gloria White was able to speak so grandly! 

Was it because she felt Jordy Collins protecting her? 

Even those who knew a part of Gloria White’s story felt that Gloria White was being too 
arrogant. 

Although she had a lot of skills, they still wouldn’t work. 

In front of a really powerful group, the White Group could be said to be an existence that 
would the slightest touch. 

Was it because she had Jordy Collins backing her up? 

But they were divorced. Were they going to remarry? 

Everyone began to watch the show again and wanted to know the result of the contest 
between the strong. 

However, it seemed that they could see it now. 



After all, Gloria White was unwilling to do so. It seemed like there was no point in them 
confronting each other… 

For a moment, the situation seemed to be in a deadlock. Everyone looked at the Asher 
again. 

Gloria’s words were a little forceful. How was Asher supposed to deal with it? 

Would he fly into a rage out of humiliation or would he yield with a gentleman’s 
demeanor? 

After all, something like that could not be plundered directly. 

Jordy Collins kept his arm around Gloria White’s waist and showed no intention of 
letting go. Could it be that he wanted to push Jordy Collins away and embrace Gloria 
White? 

Everyone looked back and forth with obvious excitement in their eyes. 

There was nothing worth this drama of hooligans fighting for a girlfriend. 

However, a confrontation between Jordy Collins and the masked man was worth 
watching! 

Some people wanted to explain at this moment, but unfortunately, he didn’t dare. 

They didn’t dare. 

Under the gazes of the crowd, Asher laughed lightly again. “Gloria, are you sure?” 

He was still holding the microphone and speaking in front of everyone. He was not 
embarrassed at all by Gloria’s rejection. Even the profound look in his eyes made 
people want to guess. 

Just now, he called her Miss White, but now he directly addressed her as “Gloria”. 

Even Gloria White felt that Jordy Collins was about to kill someone. 

She even wondered why Jordy Collins was reacting so strongly. Was it really because 
of his pride? She pursed her lips and didn’t say anything. There was always something 
strange in her heart, but she suppressed it in an instant. Before their divorce, she had 
hoped every day that Jordy Collins could fall in love with her. After their divorce, she 
had never believed that Jordy Collins would have feelings for her. 
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Remarriage Never And Go Away Chapter 1378-Tit for Tat 

His earlier actions had once again become the focus of Gloria’s attention. 

“What’s wrong with this man?” 

Through this, many people felt that this man did not sincerely invite Gloria White to 
dance. Instead, he seemed to have impure motives. 

Gloria White frowned as she watched the man’s back as he left, her gaze heavy. 

Jordy’s expression had always been extremely ugly. Seeing that Gloria White was still 
looking at his rough back, he suddenly asked in a deep voice, “Are you reluctant to part 
with him?” 

Gloria White was stunned for a moment before recovering and looking at him in a daze, 
“What nonsense are you spouting?” 

Jordy Collins pursed his lips and suddenly fell silent. 

However, he did not intend to let go of her hand that was wrapped around her waist. 
The two of them pressed against each other tightly. Gloria White suddenly sensed that 
something was wrong and immediately said, “Can you let me go now?” 

Jordy’s face was already as cold as ice, but this time, it seemed colder! 

Just when Gloria White thought that he would let go of her, Jordy Collins directly pulled 
her forward. Gloria White was driven by him and had no choice but is directly pulled her 
instantly, “What are you doing?” 

“What did I do?” Jordy Collins laughed angrily. 

Gloria was speechless. walk forward. She frowned 

She looked confused and impatient. She didn’t understand why Jordy Collins was 
always like this. 

It was obvious that nothing was going on between them. Because of grandma, they got 
involved with each other. But what was he doing? 



Jordy Collins did not speak. Gloria White felt that no matter what he said, it would only 
be a waste of time and energy because would never do things as she wished. Whether 
it was during this man their marriage or after their divorce, he could do as he pleased. 

In the blink of an eye, they arrived in front of a man. Beside him was a female 
companion, who was sizing up Gloria White with envy in her eyes. 

Gloria’s eyes twitched and she pretended not to see. This was because others could 
only see the surface. She was the only one 

The banquet continued take was the only one who could take care of private matters. 

Asher had left the crowd and entered the room. His smile was as gentle as it could be 
on the stage, and his expression was as cold and unsightly as it could be when his back 
was turned to these people! 

He hadn’t even had time to tell his subordinates what to do when Elisa called him. He 
didn’t think it was a coincidence. 

Sure enough, Elisa teased him on the other end of the line, “I thought you had a good 
idea, turns out… but you’re also Gloria White’s benchman. Speaking of which, has she 
ever looked at you? Tell me, if this were to be spread to America, would your people 
hate Gloria White?” 

Asher’s eyes narrowed as well, and his gaze was sharp and dangerous. “I don’t need 
you to tell me what to do. You shouldn’t act like last time, otherwise.” 

Elsa did not take his words to heart and even laughed scornfully. “Our statuses are 
about the same. You should know that we are just partners. I was not ordered by you!” 

Gloria White did not die that night. She would not miss this opportunity tonight. 

Asher was infuriated by her tone of voice as well, and he ed indifferently, “Then end our 
cooperation.” 

“But I have to warn you that if anything happens to Gloria White tonight, I will not let you 
off!” After speaking, he hung up the phone without waiting for her to say anything else. 
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Elsa listened to the blind sound on the phone and the image of Asher’s stern, cold and 
angry face surfaced in her head. 



She was also the princess of another country. She was second only to the Emperor! 

But now, she was warned by Asher. She felt that she had been insulted. All of this was 
because of Gloria White! 

She hated Gloria White even more. Her eyes were filled with anger and hatred. 

Sooner or later, Gloria White would die in her hands! 

Gloria White and Jordy Collins found an empty side hall. 

There was a small private room less than two meters ahead. 

The banquet hadn’t started yet. If they went in, they could rest a little longer without 
being disturbed. 

Immediately, Gloria White suggested to Jordy Collins, “Jordy Collins, let’s go to that 
small private room.” 

“Well.” 

Jordy Collins responded in a low voice and entered the private room with Gloria White. 

As soon as they got close, Gloria White removed his hand from her waist. 

Since no one was around, there was no need to act. 

Gloria White saw a sofa and sat down. 

However, as soon as she looked up, she noticed Jordy’s cold face. She couldn’t help 
frowning. “Why do you look like that?” 

He was the one who chose the clothes. 

She knew nothing about the same color scheme. 

Besides… 

“Knock! knock!” 

The doorbell rang. 

Then, Harold Ross pushed the door and came in from outside. But, his face was a color 
of embarrassment: 



“Mr. Collins, Miss White, the later. Tonight is just in the casino just informed us that the 
boss can’t attend tonight because he has something urgent to attend. The banquet will 
be postponed to two days later. Tonight is just an ordinary masked ball.” 

Harold Ross didn’t even dare to look at Jordy Collins and Gloria’s reactions. When he 
heard the news that the ball would begin of schedule and then be postponed, he felt 
that the casino owner was playing tricks on him, let alone them. 

As expected, their faces suddenly darkened 

Gloria White was even more direct, “I have no intention of this ball. If you want, you can 
stay. But remember not to drink. Harold Ross, drive me back to the hotel first.” 

Being ahead of schedule is proposed by the casino, and postponement is also 
proposed by the casino. 

He didn’t know what the Crockfords Club casino wanted to do! 

She didn’t have much patience to attend this early and delayed banquet. Anyway, her 
main purpose was to cure her grandma’s disease, the Misty Spirit Grass. 

Now that she got the Misty Spirit Grass, if Jordy Collins wanted to stay, she would go 
back tomorrow. 

“We came together, but you went back alone. Do you think that’s possible?” Jordy 
Collins furrowed his brows and answered Gloria White. 

In the next second, he had already arrived in front of Gloria White. 

The tall body was suddenly covered in front of her, forming a black shadow. 

Gloria White had no objection to Jordy Collins going back with them. 

As soon as they got out of the Crockfords Club, those people followed them and drove 
them to a dead end. 

One of the fierce-looking people looked at them coldly and said in a rough voice, “Hand 
over the Misty Spirit Grass and we will spare your life. Otherwise, I will press the time 
bomb in my hands!” 

Seeing this, Gloria White Wat very satisfied, but she pretended to be frightened, “Who 
are you?” 

With that, she tugged on Jordy’s sleeve. 



Jordy Collins immediately understood and played along. “We bid 1.6 trillion dollars for 
Misty Spirit Grass…” 
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“Bang!” With a gunshot, the oldest of the five men immediately fired impatiently and 
interrupted Jordy’s words took out his pistol, and before he could pull the trigger, he was 
captured Harold Ross cooperatively by them! 

Upon seeing this scene, the man who had been cured by Gloria White immediately took 
out the time bomb in his hand and raised it, “Take a good look, you only have one 
minute. If you don’t hand over the Misty Spirit Grass, then wait to be blown to pieces!” 

Gloria White pretended to be anxious, “Jordy Collins, I think we should hand over the 
Misty Spirit Grass. Isn’t the casino owner going to hold a party in two days? We can ask 
him where else we can find Misty Spirit Grass. 

“Well.” 

Jordy Collins frowned and his face darkened, but he said nothing. 

Gloria White did not care too much and immediately handed the fake Misty Spirit Grass 
to the man called ‘Zack’. At the same time, he gave the man a look. 

Zack sneered. “At least you’re sensible! I’ll let you go this time!” 

After getting the Misty Spirit Grass, they got in the car and left. 

“Zack, let’s bring the Misty Spirit Grass back to master just like that. If he notices 
anything, we… Their eldest brother was very worried that they would be discovered by 
their master. The poison on their bodies had yet to be detoxified except Zack! 

But Zack stood firmly on Gloria’s side and said firmly, “I trust Miss White. After all, I 
asked the doctor and he told me that the poison in my body has been cured. Miss White 
doesn’t even know which doctor I’m talking about. There’s no such thing as colluding in 
advance. What’s more, the master is determined to get the Misty Spirit Grass and Miss 
White has her plans. Miss White has also hinted to me just now that when we bring the 
Misty Spirit Grass back, I will take you to Miss White!” 

Although the others were hesitant and worried, there was no other way. 



Gloria White let out a sigh, “We were really careless. We were thinking of bringing the 
Misty Spirit Grass to talk to the casino owner tonight…” 

“What else can we do? If we don’t want to be turned into meat paste, we can only give 
up on the Misty Spirit Grans Wordy Collins said coldly. 

When the two of them entered the backseat together, Harold Ross started the car. 

Through the rearview mirror, Harold Ross noticed that Gloria White was leaning against 
her seat. 

She was staring at her phone, while Jordy’s gaze was focused on Gloria White. 

Although the two of them did not speak, their faces were no longer the same as before. 

Harold Ross couldn’t resist asking Gloria White in a low voice, “Miss White, do you think 
there are spies around?” 

“Of course.” Gloria White replied and immediately sat up straight. She sneered softly, 
“There are so many people bidding for the Misty Spirit Grass. No one will use a 
legitimate way to get it, so they play some tricks behind our backs!” 

This was also why she felt that those five people could be used. It was also God’s help. 
The masters of those five people didn’t trust others too much and controlled them with 
poison, which gave her a chance. 

As for her, she took advantage of the situation and pretended to be calm in front of 
everyone. The people watching them all saw that someone had stolen the Misty Spirit 
Grass. 

In this way, these people would no longer be on them! 

 


